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CIRCLE RANGE TRANSVERSALS OF CIRCLE RANGES IN A PLANE: 
A PROBLEM OF SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION 9. 

By 0. J. K eysev (New York, N. Y.). 

Adunanza del 23 giugno ~907 

INTRODUCTION. 

One of the beautiful fruits of the free and emancipating spirit introduced into 
Analytic Geometry by PL0CKER is the growing doctrine that arises on employing the 
circle as primary element in the plane. Chief among the memoirs that deal directly 
or indirectly with this doctrine are the following: 

R. MEttmIE, Geometrie der Kreise in der Ebene [Zeitschrift for Mathematik und 
Physik, Vol. XXIV (I879), pp. 251-269]. 

V. SCHLEGEL, Ober neuere geometriscbe Metbode und ibre Verwandscbaft mit der 
GRASSMANN'SChen Ausdehnungslehre [Zeitschrift for Maihematik u. Physik, Vol. XXIV 
(I879), pp. 83-95]. 

R. MEHMKE, Anwendung der GRASSMANN'Scben Ausdehnungslehre auf die Geometric 
der Kreise in der Ebene [Dissertation, Tflbingen, 188o]. 

A. PORCHIESI, Sui sistemi di coniche che passano per due punti fissi [Memorie della 
R. Accademia delle Scienze dell'Istituto di Bologna, S. IV, Tomo III (I88i), pp. 681-726 ]. 

W. FIEDLER, Cyklographie oder Construction der Aufgaben ~ber Kreise und Kugeln 
und elementare Geometric der Kreis- und Kugel- Systeme [Leipzig, 1882]. 

H. Cox, On Systems of Circles and Bicircular Quartics [Quarterly Journal of 
Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. XIX (I883) , pp. 74-I24]. 

H. Cox, Applications of GRASSMANN'S Ausdehnungslebre to Properties of Circles 
[Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. XXV (1891), pp. 1-71 ]. 

A. PORCHIESI, Sopra una corrispondeuza fra lo spazio non eucIideo ed il piano 
euclideo [Memorie della R. Accademia delle Scienze dell'Istituto di Bologna, Serie W, 
Tomo V (I883) , pp. 421-452]. 

GINO LORIA, Remarques sur la gdomdtrie analytique des cercles du plan et sur son 
application it la thdorie des courbes bidrculaires du 4 ~ ordre [Quarterly Journal of Pure 
and Applied Mathematics, Vol. XXII (1887) , pp. 44"74]- 

P. H. SCHOUTE, Ein Raumcoordinatensystem der Kreise in der Ebene [Wien-Aka- 
demie, Sitzungsberichte, Math.-Natur, 2 Abteilung, Vol. XCIV (I886), pp. 786-793]. 

0 Read before the American Mathematical Society at the annual meeting of December, 19o6. 
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R. LACHLAN, On Systems of Circles and Spheres [Royal Society of London, Philo- 
sophical Transactions, Vol. CLXXVII (1886), pp. 481-625]. 

R. LACHLA:q, Orthogonal Systems of Circles [Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XVI 
(1886-7), pp. 98-1o9]. 

On employing for primary element of the plane the circle congruence, i. e., the 
ensemble of circles orthogonal to a given circle, a geometry of the plane arises that 
is the dual or reciprocal of the circle geometry of the plane. This dual aspect of the 
circle geometry seems to have received but slight attention, although it is related to 
the circle geometry as the plane geometry of ordinary space is related to the point 
theory of that space. 

It appears that even less attention has been accorded to the geometric theory that 
arises on employing for primary element of the plane, neither the circle nor the cir- 
cle congruence, but the circle range i. e., the ensemble of circles having two (real or 
imaginary) points in common. In such ranges the plane is a four-dimensional space 
and yields a geometric theory analogous to, and because of its superior accessibility, 
even more interesting than, the PLOCKER line geometry. 

On entering upon the circle range theory, one soon encounters construction pro- 
blems. The object of the following note is to deal with one of the more interesting 
and important of these problems. Of possible paths of approach the analytic path 
appears to be on several accounts the most desirable. Accordingly, I premise the fol- 
lowing more or less familiar 

Preliminary Considerations. 

Let C~ ( i - -  i, 2, 3, 4) be four given mutually orthogonal circles. If r~ denote 
the reciprocals of the radii, then 

4 
(1) Zr =o. 

Denote by ~ the Steinerian powers of a point with respect to the circles C~. 
Then 

4 

(2) Z (r, = o. 
Set 

(3) x, - -  ?. r, ~,. 
The x i satisfy the identity 

4 

(4) ~ x~ i ~ O .  

Conversely, any four quantities x~ satisfying (4) determine through (3) one and but 
one point. Accordingly, four such variables x~ are available as a redundant system o f  
point coordinates in the plane. They are a special case of the familiar so-called tetra- 
cyclic coordinates of the point. 

The distance ~ between two points x~ and x; is given by the formula 

o) = - 2 (Z  x,x;): Z r ,x,Z r,x;, 
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or by the equivalent formula 

(6) 8 - -  [ Z  ( x ; -  x';)2]: Z rix;Z rix;. 
It readily follows that any equation of the form 

4 

(7) Zc ix i  = ~  
1 

represents a circle, and that, conversely, any circle is representable by an equation of 
the form (7). Hence the coefficients c; may be employed as homogeneous tetracyclic 
coordinates of a circle in the plane. The coordinates a i of the center of the circle c i 
are given by the relation 
(8) 

And the radius r of the circle is 

From (9) it is seen that the point circles (circles of zero radius) are represented 
in their totality by the equation 

4 

0o) 
and that the totality of lines (circles of infinite radius) are represented by the equation 

4 

( i i )   r,c, = o. 

The angle "1' between the circles c i and c'; is determined by the equation 
2_ 

( = )  cosy = (5- c; c,,): ( y  
from which it appears that two circles ~i and "~i are mutually orthogonal when and 
only when 

4 

03) 
Calling the ensemble of circles orthogonal to a given circle a circle congruence, 

it is seen that if the ~i be held fixed in value, equation (13) represents a circle con- 
gruence ~i" The quantities ~i will, therefore, serve as homogeneous coordinates of the 
circle congruence in the plane. If the ~i be assigned definite values and the ~-i be al- 
lowed to vary, the same equation (13) will define or represent the circle ~i as an 
, envelop ~) or sheaf of congruences. Obviously, the equation (I3) is also the condition 
for the union of the circle ~; and the congruence ~;, the condition, i. e., that the 
circle shall be contained in the congruence and that the congruence shall contain the 
circle. The reciprocity of the notions, circle and circle congruence, thus emerges to 
light analytically. 

The primary concern of the present article is not with circles or with circle con- 
gruences but with the system of circles common to (the intersection of) two con- 
gruences. Such system presents two (reciprocal) aspects according as it is viewed as 
a ~ locus ~) of circles or as an cc envelop ~, of congruences. According as it is viewed 
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in the former or in the latter way, the system may conveniently and in accordance 
with obvious analogies be called circle range or axal pencil of congruences. A range 
is determined by any two circles; a pencil, by any two congruences. Three circles 
not belonging to a same range determine a congruence; three congruences not belon- 
ging to a same pencil determine a circle. Any two circles of a congruence determine 
a range all of whose circles belong to the congruence, and any two ranges of a con- 
gruence intersect in a circle, i. e., have a circle in common; any two congruences of 
a sheaf (i. e., containing a cirde) determine a pencil all of whose congruences belong 
to the sheaf (contain the circle, vertex of the sheaf), and two ranges of a sheaf de- 
termine a pencil of ranges belonging to the sheaf, a pencil, that is, whose vertex is 
the vertex of the sheaf. 

The configuration, determined by the circles C~ is composed of the circles C~, 
the six ranges determined by the G~ taken in pairs, and four congruences determined 
by the g~ taken in triplets. This entire coordinate configuration, which is analogous 
to the tetrahedron of reference in ordinary space, may be named the tetracycle of re- 
ference. 

The range determined by two given circles ~i and ~ intersects each of the con- 
gruences of the tetracycle in a circle. The coordinates of these spedal circles are to- 
gether six in number and are of the form 

(14) oPjk - -  ~i~'k - -  ~k~} ( / # k =  ~, 2, 3, 43 
and where 
(15) oo(p) - -  2(p,=p,, + PUP,, + P,,P,,) - -  o. 

Reciprocally, the pencil determined by two given congruences ~i and ~; contains 
four congruences containing, each of them, one of the circles C i of the tetracycle. The 
coordinates of these special congruences together furnish six quantities of the form 

(I6)  *q;k = 
where 
0 7 )  (9) = o. 

The range or the pencil has in the plane four degrees of freedom. The variables 
Pjk subject to the condition (I5) will serve for coordinates of the range; and, similarly, 
the quantities qii may be employed as coordinates of the pencil, i. % if one care so 
to view the matter, as the coordinates of the 'range conceived as axis (axal range), 
as envelop, of a pencil of congruences. 

The condition that two ranges p and p' shall have a circle in common is 
t r r P t t 

(I8) re(p, p') ~P,2P34 -~-P,3P4~ -~-P,4P=, Of-P23P,4 "~- P4=P,3 +P34P,= - -  o. 
Reciprocally, the condition that two pencils q and 9' shall have a common con- 

gruence is 
( i95 o,(q, = o. 

Equations (I8) and (I9) are, of course, equivalent, since, ff two ranges have a common 
circle, they lie in a same congruence, and conversely. 

Now let p', p", p ' "  be three arbitrarily chosen ranges of the plane, and let p 
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be a transversal of all of them, i. e., a range intersecting each of them in a circle. 
For this the necessary and sufficient condition is the consistence of the system of 
equations 

,o(p, p' ) = o, 
o,(p, p " )  = o, 

(20) 
o, (p, p" ' )  = o, 

~@) - o .  

Accoi'dingly, there is a single infinity of such transversals p. As indicated by the writer 
in a paper read before the American Mathematical Society at the meeting of December 
19o5, these transversals constitute a semi-quadric configuration of circle ranges that is 
analogous to a system of generators of an hyperboloid of one sheet of ordinary space. 
The transversals of any three of the ranges of the semi-quadric constitute a comple- 
mentary semi-quadric. The figure composed of the two semi-quadrics is the exact ana- 
logue of the space hyperboloid mentioned. The analogue of the ordinary hyperbolic 
paraboloid is furnished by the two systems of transversal ranges when the chosen 
ranges, p', p", p'", are taken respectively in three parallel congruences, i. e., congruences 
whose director circles are concentric. 

If p', p", p'",  p,v be four circle ranges taken at random, then the necessary and 
sufficient condition that a range, p, shall be a transversal of each of them is the con- 
sistence of the system of equations 

(2I )  

~ @ ,  p') = o ,  
(p, p") = o, 

,~(p, p '" )  = o, 
,o(p, p.-) = o, 

(p) = o. 

Accordingly, there are two and but two transversal 
The transversal ranges may, of course, be real and 
imaginary. 

ranges of four arbitrary ranges. 
distinct, or coincident, or conjugate 

The Construction Problem. 

It is now proposed to show that and how, by Euclidean means, the transversals 
of four given ranges may be constructed, the given ranges being subject to no condition 
except that their transversals shall be real. 

Let r,, r 2, r 3, r 4 be four such ranges. Denote by Q the semi-quadric determined 
by three of the given r's, say r ,  r 2, r 3 . Any circle congruence containing r 4 will 
intersect Q in a coincoidal configuration of circles, i. e., a configuration whose circle 
and circle range properties are as properties identical with the point and line properties 
of a conic in ordinary plane geometry. In fact, the general notion of conicoidal con- 
figuration of circles is definable as follows. A congruence of circles may be viewed 
a~so as a congruence of circle ranges, namely, as the ensemble of circle ranges contained 
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in the circle congruence. In other words, the congruence is bidimensional alike in circles 
and in circle ranges, and the circle and the range are reciprocal elements of the con- 

gruence. All the ranges of a 
may be called a (fiat) pencil 

those of another. This done, 

congruence that have a circle in common constitute what 
of ranges. The ranges of one pencil may be paired with 

the two pencils will be projective. Any pair of correspond- 
ing ranges of two projective pencils of a same congruence intersect in a circle. The 
ensemble of circles so obtained is a conicoidal configuration of circles, a circle locus of 
second order. Reciprocally, if the circles of a range be paired with those of another 
range the two ranges may be said to be projectively related. Any pair of corresponding 
circles of two projective ranges of a same congruence determine a circle range. The 
ensemble of circle ranges so obtained is a conicoidal configuration of ranges, a circle 
range envelop of second class. Obviously, every configuration of second order (in circles) 

is also of second class (in circle ranges), and conversely; it being understood, of course, 
that the statement refers to configurations contained in a congruence. 

To obtain a congruence containing r 4 c o n s t r u c t  a circle D orthogonal to (any) 
two circles of r 4 , D is the director circle of a congruence C containing the range r 4 . 

Denote by C' the conicoidal configuration of circles common to the congruence C and 
semi-quadric Q. Any specified circle of C' belongs to one and but one circle range of Q. 

To construct a circle of C' it is su~cient to construct (two circles of) a range 
of Q, and then to construct that circle of the range that the latter has in common 
with the congruence C. To do this proceed as follows. Choose any circle S in one 
of the ranges r~, r 2, r3, say r. Construct a circle D' orthogonal to S and any pair 

of circles of r 2 or r3, say r 2. D' is the director circle of a congruence C" containing 
both S and r2. To construct the circle S common to C" and r3, construct the circle 
that is orthogonal to D' and the common points (regarded as circles)of the range r 3 . 
That circle is S. In case the circles of r intersect in imaginary points, construct two 
circles A and B orthogonal to a pair of circles of r3, and then construct a circle or- 
thogonal to A, B, and D'. It is S. The circle range r determined by S and S ,  as 
it lies in congruence C" containing r 2, has a circle in common with r2. Hence r is 
a common transversal of r ,  r2, r3, and is, therefore, a range of Q. Being a range 
of Q, r has a circle in common with C', namely, the circle--call it o - - common  to 
r and the congruence C. Circle o is found by constructing the circle that is ortho- 
gonal to D and belongs to r:  a construction accomplished as one of the foregoing 
constructions. 

In the manner above indicated five circles, ~, , ,  %, o 3 , o,, may be constructed, 
all of them belonging to the conicoidal configuration C' of circles common to the con- 
gruence C and Q. The circle ranges determined by the o's taken in pairs are all of 

them contained in C. So, too, is r 4 . Hence r 4 has a circle in common with any one 
of the a-ranges. 

Consider next the six ranges (o, %), (% "3), (~, ~ and (%, %), (%, "3)' (%' %)" 
The first triplet belong to one flat pencil of ranges; the  second triplet to a second such 
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pencil. By pairing the range (% %) of the one pencil with the range ( ~ ,  %) of the 

second, the pencils are rendered projective. Denote by ~'2, if'3, ~4'the circles common to 
r e and the three given ranges of the first pencil, and by e"2, ~r"., ~"~ the circles common 
tO r 4 and the given ranges of the second pencil. These six a's are found by constructing 
circles orthogonal to D and having for centers the common points of the center line 

of r 4 and the center lines of the ranges (% ~k) and ( ~ ,  %). 
Plainly the range r' determined by any two of the circles ~'t is identical with r e. 

The same is true of the range r"  determined by any pair of the circles ~"k. "By pairing 

the circles ~'k with the circles ~', the range r e is rendered projective with itself. Or the 
ranges r' and r"  may be regarded as two superposed, projective ranges. To construct 
the common, double, or focal, circles, of these ranges by a method analogous to that 
of ST~INER for the case of two superposed point ranges would requite the use of a circle 
configuration having the projective properties of the circle used by STEINER as an auxi- 
liary. The use of such a circle configuration may, however, happily be dispensed with 
by the reflection that the centers of the circles of r' and r"  are two superposed projective 
ranges of points and that the foci of these point ranges are the centers of the focal 
circles of r '  and r".  Let, then, these loci be constructed by the usual (Steinerian) method. 

Denote them by F, and F=. The circles of r 4 that have F I and F,  as centers are the 
circles that are common t o  r 4 and C'. Designate these circles by s and ~2 2. As these 
circles belong to Q, and since there is one and but one range of O that contains a 
given circle of Q, there are two ranges of Q, i. e., two transversals of r , ,  r 2, r3, 
such that one of them contains :~ and the other ~2. And these ranges, ~, and ?=, since 
>2 and >:2 belong to r ,  are the required transversal ranges of the given ranges r , , r~ ,  
r 3 , r 4. To  conclude the construction it suffices now to construct the two ranges respec- 
tively containing v and s and belonging to the semi-quadric Q' determined by r 4 and 
any two of the ranges r , ,  r=, r 3 , a construction that may be accomplished in the manner 
above indicated for a range of O. That the two ranges thus determined are, in fact, 
p, and p2, is evident from the consideration that ?, and /'2 do belong to Q' and that 
only one range of a semi-quadric, as Q', contains a specified circle, as );, or I~ 2, of Q'. 

Additional Determinations. 

T h e  four circle ranges, r~, r2, r 3, r4, furnish four triplets of ranges: r x, r=, r3; 
r , ,  r2, r4; r ,  r3, r4; r2, r3, r 4. The circle range transversals of any one of the tri- 

plets is a semi-quadric. The four semi-quadrics, Q,23, Q,24, Q,34, Q234, thus deter- 
mined, have in common the ranges l~ and ~2 but no other range or circle in common. 

The complementary semi-quadrics of the Q's may be denoted by 0',23, O',~4, Q'~34, 
Q'=34" The Q"s have no common range; for suppose the contrary and denote the 

common range by ro ; then as any (2 is composed of the ranges transversal to any 
three of the ranges of the corresponding Q', the four O's may be regarded as deter- 

mined respectively by the triplets : r o, r=, r 3 ; r o, r , ,  r e ; r o , r 3 , r 4 ; r o, r 3 , r 4 ; whence 
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Q'34 and Q234 would be identical, a result excluded by the assumed choice of ranges 
r x , r ~ ,  r 3 , r 4 ; hence the four Q"s have no range in common. It is however, obvious 
that any triplet of Q"s have one common range, and that any pair of the Q"s have 
a pair of common ranges. Any (2' is constructible by the method given above for a (2. 

The hyperboloidal circle range configurations, H~3, H24, Hx34, H234, composed 
respectively of the (2's each taken with the corresponding (2', hang together about, 
have in common, two ranges, viz., ~, and P2" Any three of the H's have in common 
three ranges, i. e., a degenerate circle configuration of third order composed of a range 
and a degenerate conicoidal circle configuration ~, and ~ ;while a pair of the H's have 
four ranges in common, i. e., a degenerate circle configuration, of fourth .order: two 
degenerate conicoidal circle configurations, one composed of ~, and l~, and the other 
of two other ranges dependent on the pair of H's chosen. 

The radical axes of the circle ranges composing a (2 envelop a conic C. The conic C' 
enveloped by the radical axes of the ranges composing the complementary semi-quadric 
Q' is identical with C. That is, the two conics thus associated with the two comple- 
mentary semiquadrics composing a quadric H coincide, each line of the conic being 
double, counted once as radical axis of a range of Q and once as radical axis of a 
(different) range of (2'. The four conics thus connected with the four foregoing H's 
are (in the general case under consideration) all of them distinct. All of them are tangent 
to the radical axes of t~ and p2 ; any three of them are tangent to the radical axis of 
one of the given ranges r,, r=, r 3 ,  r 4 ;  any two of them are tangent to two of the 
four r's; and any one of them is tangent to three of the axes of the r's. Hence, 
the fours r's being given and their common transversal ranges p. and ~, being con- 
structed, the four conics may be constructed by constructing (in the usual way) the 
conics determined by the four sets of five lines each, a set consisting of the axes of 
l~ and t~= and three of the four r-axes. 

The matter of these conics may be regarded from a more commanding point of 
vie:v. It has been pointed out that a given circle congruence and a given Q have in 
common (intersect in) a; conicoidal configuration of circles. Plainly, the same congruence 
and the complement (2' of Q determine the same intersection; i. e., a circle congruence 
and an H determine as their intersection a conicoidal configuration of circles. Now the 
ensemble of lines of the plane is a (special) circle congruence, the congruence, namely, 
of infinite circles (lines) orthogonal to the infinite line (a circle) of the plane. The 
conicoidal configuration of circles that is determined by the special circle congruence 
mentioned and any given H obviously is a conicoidal circle-configuration of infinite 
circles (iines); accordingly, the configuration is an ordinary class-conic. Hence, it ap- 
pears, as it ought, that every plane envelop of second class is regardable as a special 
case of a second order plane configuration of circles. The passage here of the notion 
of order (of circle locus) over into the notion of class (of line envelop)is noteworthy. 
Symmetry obviously demands that the reciprocal thing, too, should happen. It does 
happen, a fact which may be seen as follows. A conicoidal circle configuration (circle 

R~d. Circ. Mate,,. Palermo, t. XXIV (2 ~ sem. , 9o7) . - -S tampa to  il *3 settembre i9o 7. 3~ 
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locus of second order)cut  from an H or other quadric circle-configuration of the 
plane by a circle congruence, lies, of course, in the congruence. This congruence is, 
as above noticed, also a congruence of circle ranges. Accordingly, the conicoidal cir- 
cle-configuration (second order circle-locus) presents a reciprocal aspect: it is also a 
conicoidal configuration of circle ranges, i. e., a circle range envelop of second dass. 
If, now, a conicoidal configuration of circles (circle ranges) be taken in the special 
circle congruence composed of infinite circles (lines), then not only is the conicoidal 
configuration, when viewed as a circle locus, an ordinary second class envelop of lines, 
but, since the special congruence as a congruence of circle ranges is composed of all 
the flat pencils of lines of the plane, the conicoidal configuration, when viewed as the 
envelop of circle ranges, is an ensemble of flat line-pencils whose vertices constitute 
an ordinary second order locus of points. Thus it appears not only that the mentioned 
reciprocal passage from the notion of circle range envelop to point locus takes place 
but also that the second order locus of points is properly a locus of flat line-pencils 
just as the second class envelop of lines is an envelop of point ranges. In this connection 
it is worth noting, if one really cares for ~c the nice, sharp quillets of the law ~, that 
a line as given by intuition or by EUCLID or viewed as a circle where the circle is 
taken as element (and is, therefore, neither magnitudinal nor composite) is no more 
a range of points than a point is a flat pencil of lines. The fact is that although one 
might, one never does, study the c~ point ~ geometry or the ~ line ~} geometry of the 
plane. A locus of ~ points ~ has no tangents, and an envelop of ~ lines ~ has no con- 
tact points. When ~c point-line ~ geometry is spoken of, what is meant is pencil-range 
geometry: a distinction that ordinarily may be and is disregarded but that certain 
junctures compel one to recognize. 

A Criticism and a Query. 

Besides the interest of the foregoing construction problem regarded as belonging 
properly to the geometry that arises from employing the circle range as primary ele- 
ment of the plane, it has a further interest as being the analogue of the problem of 
constructing the transversals of four lines of space. Logically, the two problems are 
identical. Both are tri-dimensional, though the data of the former are located in a plane, 
while those of the latter are distributed in space. The latter is usually solved, after 
the Euclidean fashion for space constructions, by employing the plane as element. On 
the other hand, the former is solved without using the analogue of the plane, viz., 
the circle congruence, as element. Unless, then, the nature of ordinary space imposes 
an extra-logical condition on the space problem, this latter must be solvable without 
assuming the plane as element. Are all solvable problems in which the point, the line, 
and the plane are customarily employed as coordinate elements, solvable without making 
use of the plane as element ? 

New York, N.Y., June 8% 19o 7 . 

C. J. KrYsrR .  


